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T. Kohno, S. Hamada, D. Araki, S. Kojima and T. Tanaka, Error repair and 
knowledge acquisition via case-based reasoning 
To cope with the knowledge acquisition bottleneck, the authors propose a new architecture combining rule- 
based reasoning (RBR), case-based reasoning (CBR) and knowledge acquisition technology in a system 
which solves pattern search problems. The RBR pattern searches for specified patterns in a large space 
represented by a network structure such as an LSI circuit diagram, which contains a great number of patterns 
and variations. It then carries out specified actions, such as fault diagnosis, on the patterns that are found. The 
outputs of the RBR part are transferred to the CBR part. The user of the system detects and repairs a few 
pattern detection errors caused by the RBR part. The CBR part detects and repairs a11 remaining errors which 
can be estimated from the user detected ones. The repaired results are sent back to the RBR part to recover 
the RBR output. The repaired results are also stored automatically in the case base. Similar cases are grouped 
in a same case family. The knowledge acquisition part relates each case family to an incomplete rule in the 
RBR knowledge base and proposes modifying the rule. Eventually, the system can obtain refined rules with 
the cooperation of domain experts. Thus, the problem solving process and knowledge acquisition process are 
performed cyclically. The architecture was successfully applied to a pair condition extraction problem for an 
analog LSI circuit layout system. 
H. Nakashima, H. Matsubara and I. Osawa, Causality as a key to the frame 
problem 
In a formal description of actions and changes, there is a famous problem known as the “frame problem”. In its 
generalized form, the frame problem is that it is practically impossible to describe, or infer, all the necessary 
preconditions (qualification problem) and a11 the possible consequences of a given action (ramification 
problem). It is not only difficult to determine what changes and what does not change. It is also difficult to 
determine what is relevant. 
Our observations show that even humans cannot solve the frame problem. Humans simply behave as if 
there were no such problem. The solution is to use some kind of heuristics. We claim that the notion of 
causality is the heuristics necessary to solve the frame problem. 
The most important working hypothesis is that causality is not a logical relation. As one of the heuristics 
it is subject to change as more information becomes available. There are two kinds of nonmonotonicity in 
the reasoning of changes: one due to a lack of information, the other due to change itself. We need separate 
mechanisms for them because they are used in combination to solve the frame problem. 
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T. Nishida, Grammatical description of behaviors of ordinary differential equations 
in two-dimensional phase space 
The major task of qualitative analysis of systems of ordinary differential equations is to recognize the 
global pattern of solution curves in the phase space. In this paper, I present a $0~ grammar, a grammatical 
specification of all possible patterns of solution curves one may see in the phase space. 
I describe a Joflow pattern, a semi-symbolic representation of the patterns of solution patterns in the phase 
space, and show how an important class of flow patterns can be specified by the flow grammar. I then show 
that the flow grammar presented in this paper can generate any flow pattern resulting from any structurally 
stable flow on a plane. I also describe several properties of the flow grammar related to the enumeration of 
patterns. In particular, I estimate the upper limit of the number of applications of rewriting rules needed to 
derive a given flow pattern. Finally, I describe how the flow grammar is used in qualitative analysis to plan, 
monitor, and interpret the result of numerical computation. 
K. Miyaxaki, M. Yamamura and S. Kobayashi, k-Certainty Exploration Method: 
An action selector to identify the environment in reinforcement learning 
Reinforcement learning aims to adapt an agent to an unknown environment according to rewards. There are 
two issues to handle delayed reward and uncertainty. Q-learning is a representative reinforcement learning 
method. It is used in many works since it can learn an optimum policy. However, Q-learning needs numerous 
trials to converge to an optimum policy. If the target environments can be described in Markov decision 
processes, we can identify them from statistics of sensor-action pairs. When we build the correct environment 
model, we can derive an optimum policy with Policy I&ration Algorithm. Therefore, we can construct an 
optimum policy through identifying environments efficiently. 
We separate the learning process into two phases; identifying an environment and determining an optimum 
policy. We propose k-Certainty Exploration Method for identifying an environment. After that, an optimum 
policy is determined by Policy Iteration Algorithm. We call a rule k-certainty if and only if it has been selected 
k times or more. k-Certainty Exploration Method excepts any loop of rules that already achieve k-certainty. 
We show its effectiveness by comparing it with Q-learning in two experiments. One is Sutton’s maze-like 
environment, the other is an original environment where an optimum policy varies according to a parameter. 
Y. Ohsawa and M. Ishiika, Networked bubble propagation: a polynomial-time 
hypothetical reasoning method for computing near-optimal solutions 
Hypothetical reasoning (abduction) is an important knowledge processing framework because of its theoretical 
basis and its usefulness for solving practical problems including diagnosis, design, etc. In many cases, the 
most probable hypotheses set for diagnosis or the least expensive one for design is desirable. Cost-based 
abduction, where a numerical weight is assigned to each hypothesis and an optimal solution hypotheses set 
with minimal sum of element hypotheses’ weights is searched, deals with such problems. However, slow 
inference speed is its crucial problem: cost-based abduction is NP-complete. In order to achieve a tractable 
inference of cost-based abduction, we aim at obtaining a nearly, rather than exactly, optimal solution. For this 
approach, an approximate solution method exploited in mathematical programming is quite beneficial. On the 
other hand, from the standpoint of knowledge processing, it is also important to realize inference on a network 
which reflects knowledge structure. Knowledge structure is a fruitful information for an efficient inference. In 
this paper, we propose an inference method which works on a knowledge network, based on a mechanism 
similar to the pivot and complement method, an efficient approximate O-l integer programming method to find 
a near-optimal solution within a polynomial time of 0( N4), where N is the number of variables or hypotheses. 
We reformalize this method by a new type of network on which inference is executed by propagating bubbles. 
This method achieves an inference time of 0(N2) by executing each bubble propagation within a small 
sub-network, i.e., by taking advantage of the knowledge structure. 
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S. Shimizu and M. Numao, Constraint-based design for 3D shapes 
This paper proposes an ATMS-based geometric reasoning system for feature-based 3D solid modeling. Here, 
every feature is described by a set of geometric constraints such as distances between edges and angles between 
faces. The system has to evaluate the constraints in order to determine the attributes of all the geometric 
elements in the features, Therefore, the modeling process can be considered as a constraint satisfaction 
problem. Our ATMS-based approach overcomes two serious drawbacks of conventional rule-based approaches: 
inefficiency and poor conflict handling. 
For the first problem, a state reduction method, represented as an ATMS justification, resolves the problem 
of combinatorial explosion in the rules’ pattern matching. Here, intermediate states are defined by the degree 
of freedom: the determined geometric elements have zero degrees, and free faces, edges, and vertices have 
three, four, and three degrees, respectively. Each constraint invocation reduces the degree; that is, it increases 
the level of determinacy of the status. 
For the second problem, the ATMS’s label update propagation mechanism resolves conflicts of constraints. 
It distinguishes conflicting situations from redundant or under-constrained ones, and the minimum diagnosis 
technique detects which constraint causes the conflict. The use of an ATMS as a propositional reasoning 
function has various advantages over rule-based systems, such as avoidance of infinite loops and reasoning 
without pattern matching. 
The paper also considers the computational efficiency of our approach and proves its practicality by 
presenting data on an actual product. 
Y. Sumi, K. Hori and S. Ohsuga, Computer-aided thinking by mapping text-objects 
into metric spaces 
This paper presents a system for computer-aided thinking. We propose the idea of reflecting the mental 
world indirectly into a metric space to support such human thinking activities as externalizing and forming 
new ideas. We use a method that maps text-objects into metric spaces for visualizing a user’s thought space 
structure. Text-objects imply fragments of a user’s idea, which have several keywords given by him/her. 
Spaces composed of text-objects are configured in the way “the higher the mutual relevance between a 
pair of text-objects is, the closer the text-objects are mapped”. The relevance values among text-objects are 
calculated due to co-occurrence of their keywords. Results of experiments with our implemented system, 
named CAT1 (computer-aided thinking, version I), show that users of the system can get effective stimuli 
for further thinking in creative concept formation. The paper also discusses the potential application of CAT1 
to collaborative work by groups of people. 
T. Washio, M. Sakuma and M. Kitamura, A new approach to quantitative and 
credible diagnosis for multiple faults of components and sensors 
Many practical applications of system diagnosis require the credible identification of multiple faults of non- 
linear components and sensors in quantitative measures. However, the state of the art of diagnosis technique 
is considered to be still insufficient to meet these severe requirements. The approach of diagnosis using the 
traditional linear system identification theory can diagnose the disturbed parameters of a system in detail 
and evaluate the quantitative amplitude of the disturbance. However, it hardly provides the diagnosis of the 
multiple faults and the diagnosis of the components having high nonlinearity. On the other hand, some recent 
model-based diagnosis approaches can diagnose the multiple faults even for highly nonlinear components, 
though they do not provide the detailed diagnosis of elements indivisibly involved in components and the 
quantitative amplitudes of the faults. 
The method proposed in this paper provides an efficient remedy to achieve all of the practical requirements, 
i.e., the credible, detailed and quantitative diagnosis of multiple faults of nonlinear components and sensors. 
Our study newly proposes the frameworks of optimal constraints and causal ordering of physical systems. 
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Also, a systematic and strict theory to synthesize these frameworks together with the model-based diagnosis 
is provided to characterize an optimal consistency checking method in diagnosis and to evaluate quantitative 
amplitudes of faulty disturbances. First, the detection of faulty behaviors of an objective component is 
performed based on the quantitative consistency checking between observations and the optimal constraints, 
called as “minimal over-constraints”, consisting of first principles in the components. Second, once if some 
inconsistencies are detected, a mathematical operation of model-based diagnosis derives the candidates of 
faulty elements and functions even under multiple fault conditions. Third, the anomalous quantities directly 
disturbed by the faulty elements are identified systematically based on causal ordering. Furthermore, the 
quantitative deviations of these quantities are evaluated by using the minimal over-constraints. 
The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated through an example to diagnose an electric water 
heater. The ability of this diagnosis has been confirmed for the multiple faults in nonlinear and dynamic 
systems. 
D. Pierce and B.J. Kuipers, Map learning with uninterpreted sensors and effecters 
M. Freund, Default extensions: dealing with composite information (Research Note) 
A.D. Kshemkalyani, Reasoning about causality between distributed nonatomic 
events (Research Note) 
X. Nie, A note on non-Horn logic programming (Research Note) 
